
Be stylish in your kitchen, too!

A ray of sunshine in your kitchen
Simplicity meets style for a fresh kitchen aesthetic and
a total look on your countertop!

7 browning levels for customized toasting

7 browning levels perfectly adapt to every taste, be it
golden brown or extra crispy!

Bun rack to warm up rolls, pastries and baguette

With the bun rack, warm up delicious rolls, pastries
and baguettes with total ease.

Easy-to-remove crumb tray for convenient clean-up

Thanks to the slide-out removable crumb tray, clean-up
is fast and easy.

High-lift lever for easy toast removal

Easily remove even the smallest piece of toast thanks
to a convenient high-lift lever.

Variable width slots for automatic bread centering

Ideal for thin and thick slices alike, the variable width
slots automatically center your bread, ensuring
perfect results every time.

3 easy-to-use functions with light indicators

3 dedicated functions at the press of a button:
Stop, to immediately stop the toasting cycle;
Defrost, to toast frozen bread; Reheat, to heat
previously toasted snacks.

TOAS SOLEIL 2S WITH BUN WARMER LT301
LT301E10

Technical Characteristics
MAIN FEATURES

 Slot Type Short Toast slot

 Number of slots 2S

 Design & Material Plastic

 High-lift Yes

 Type of burn warmer Accessory

OTHER FEATURES

 Power 720-850 W

 Stop Yes

 Defrost Yes

 Reheat Yes

 Control levels 7 BROWING LEVELS

 Removable crumb tray Yes

 Bun Warmer Yes

 Cord Storage Yes

 Indicator light Yes

 Colours PEPPER

Country of origin : China



Repairable at fair price - 15 years

6200 approved repairers worldwide

SHORT DESCRIPTION

Welcome your sense of style into your kitchen, with the Moulinex Soleil kitchen range. Offering simple
lines and a fresh, friendly aesthetic, it brings a ray of sunshine to your kitchen and a total look to your
countertop. The toaster's range of dedicated, convenient features ensures perfectly browned toast,
convenient use and easy clean-up.

EDITORIAL DESCRIPTION

Moulinex Soleil 2-slot toaster: Be stylish in your kitchen, too!

Express your sense of style with a kitchen range that brings a total look to your countertop. The Soleil
toaster's simple lines and fresh aesthetic are a welcome ray of sunshine to brighten up even the most
stylish of kitchens. Featuring 7 browning levels, this toaster ensures perfectly browned toast,
customized to every taste. At the same time, its two variable-width slots accommodate thick and thin
slices alike, while three dedicated functions with light indicators provide added ease of use: Stop, to
immediately stop the toasting cycle; Defrost, to toast frozen bread; and Reheat, to heat previously
toasted snacks. A bun rack is at your disposal for easy warming. Rounding it all off is a high-lift lever
to easily remove even the smallest pieces of toast, a convenient removable crumb tray for practical
clean-up, and 850 W of power. With Moulinex Soleil, be stylish in your kitchen, too!

ETAILING DESCRIPTION

MOULINEX Toaster 2S Soleil Pepper Bun Warmer removable crumb tray stop defrost reheat functions 7 browning levels
LT301E10

Soleil toaster: be stylish in your kitchen, too • DESIGN: a ray of sunshine in your kitchen: simplicity
meets style for a fresh kitchen aesthetic • 7 BROWNING LEVELS: for customized toasting: perfectly
adapted to every taste • 3 EASY-TO-USE FUNCTIONS: with light indicators: Stop, Defrost and Reheat •
BUN RACK: for easy warming • 2-EXTRA WIDE SLOT : with variable width slots for automatic bread
centering: ideal for thin and thick slices alike • HIGH-LIFT LEVER: to remove even the smallest piece of
toast • CRUMB TRAY: easy-to-remove for convenient clean-up 

LOGISTICS DATA - CMMF : 7211004748

 EAN CODE PCS / PARCEL PCS / LAYER LAYER / PALLET PCS / PALLET PCS / CONTAINER

EAN ST : 3045387247485
EAN UC : 3045387247485

4 24 2 48
C20 : 2 160
C40 : 4 420
HQ4 : 5 304

UNPACKED PRODUCT PACKED PRODUCT STANDARD PARCEL PALLET
DIMENSIONS (D x W x H) 286 x 178 x 187 (mm) 310 x 182 x 195 (MM) 380 x 326 x 420 (MM) 1 200 x 800 x 974 (MM)

WEIGHT 1.37 (KG) 1,839 (KG) 7,355 (KG) 109,26 (KG)
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